
Incredibly precise recollection of time of alleged incident.

At what time was it reported to DSS?

1) Why, WHEN ASKED  was Dudley copied on this e-mail?

12) Did Dudley not point out that any assault
    should be reported to OIOS for investigation?

See floorplan diagram below

IF THIS WERE TRUE, and I physically pushed her; this WOULD constitute criminal assault, and if it happened in Craig / Courtney’s cubicles, such that I had made a diversion from my intended track of travel; that would show INTENT. 

Unfortunately, it is NOT true: I would have remembered if there had been any “incident” but do no recall even having seen Baldini that day.   

Funnily enough, I could say the same thing about her.  There were numerous petty complaints by Baldini & Dzuro against me, starting after 11 March 2013, and looking like  RETALIATION. 

In return, I had made ZERO complaints against Dzuro & Baldini 

The USG (Lapointe) had an incentive to discredit me by finding me guilty of SOMETHING.  If she did not, her treatment of my complaint against Baldini & Dzuro on 11 March 2013 would appear to have been unjustified. 

Lapointe demonstrated her bias a week earlier (See Graffitti-gate section and lapointe’s e-mail to ASG/OHRM on 17 January 2014 at 6:54pm.)

It is curious that it was ME who was required to sign an undertaking not to embarrass anyone... but neither Dzuro nor Baldini nor Dudley were required to give any undertaking to make petty complaints against me.

imputing
    knowledge 

So what?  Nothing illegal with owning a gun for Trap Shooting EXCEPT if it were brought into New York City.  

If you try to insult someone, particularly after having tried to impose a PIP for their writing ability, at least SPELL IT CORRECTLY

“ignored, encouraged and allowed” ???

Everything comes back to the PIP.  All Baldini ever had to do to shut me up for good was produce credible answers to the 38 questions she could not answer....


My only regret is that Baldini did not try to make good on this vacuous promise!  I would have WELCOMED the opportunity to clear my name in a court of law!

AND ANOTHER THING……. WHY

          when I asked Dan Wilson just what I was alleged to have done that constituted a “possible assault”, was I not told that I was NOT alleged to have  actually bumped into anyone? Baldini was clearly saying that I did.
  

So Baldini does NOT consider that I am covered by the 1947 Convention on Privileges & Immunities
……….but SHE is???  

Source unknown.  This document was supplied to me anonymously  
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...I was between Graig and Courtney’s work 
area on the side of the common area close to 
their desks, on my way to the printer…”  


